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1. Introduction
1n most econoIIlÌc models , there is 없1 element of unceπain1인
about the payoff(or outcome). Given a decision model , an important
comparative statics question is to find a set of changes in a
cumulative distribution function (CDF) or probab피ty distribution
function (PDF) which Is sufficlent for signing the effect on the
choice variable. Slnce Rothschild and Stiglitz (1970 , 1971) developed
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a deflnltlon of 없1 lncrease ln risk, severa1 researchers have
provided general comparatlve statlcs statements dealing with 야le
effects of various 낀pes of ch킹1ges 1n the distributlon of the
random varlable.
Th ere are recent papers concemlng the subsets of Rothschild
-Stl멍ltz (R-S) lncreases ln risk whlch are obtained from restrictlng
the changes ln distributlon of the random par없neter. Meyer 없ld
Onnlston (1985) introduced the concept of a ‘strong lncrease ln risk'
(SIR) as a subset of R-S lncreases ln rlsk , whlch Is a direct
gener때zatlon of probability mass transfers involved ln the lntroductlon
of risk. An SIR Is deflned by lmposlng restrlctlons on the dlfference
between the lnltl a1 없ld the flnal CDF. A further generaliza디on of
an SIR 1s g1ven by Black and Bulkley (1989) who lntroduced the
concept of a 'rela디vely strong lncrease ln risk' (RSIR). Dlonne ,
Eeckhoud t. 없ld Gollier (1993a , 1993b) consldered a 'relatlvely weak
lncrease ln rlsk' (RWIR) whlch Is larger than the set of RSIR shifts.
The RSIR and the RWIR shtfts use a ratlo approach as restrictions
on changes ln PDF and thelr comparatlve statlc 밍la1ysts Is carried
out for the set of risk-averse agents.
Recently, Ryu and Ki m (2004) 1ntroduced a 'left-s1de strong
lncrease ln rlsk' (L- SIR) whlch extends an SI R. Dionne 밍ld Mouns1f
(1996) analyzed the newsboy problem where even 삼lOugh they a110w
more genera1 changes ln R-S lncreases ln risk , the1r main results
are established only for some limlted lnterva1s. Th elr comparatlve
statics analyses are applied to risk-averse dec1s10n makers with
non-negaUve thlrd derivative of utility functions (u’” 는 이 .
In th1s paper we deflne a left-slde relaUvely strong 1ncrease 1n
rlsk (L-RSIR) order that extends the subsets of R-S lncreases ln rlsk
and provide lts deslrable comparative statics properties wi암1 L-RSIR
shlfts for the cI ass of linear payoffs. Th e L-RSIR order lmposes
monotonlclty restrictlons on the ratio of a palr of PDFs. We refer to
the relaxed vers10n of the RSIR shlfts as L-RSIR ones. Th ls lmplies
야lat an RSIR Is extended to an L-RSI R. Note that as an RSIR
extends the set of SIR shlfts , an L-RSIR extends the set of L-SIR
shlfts.
Th ls paper Is organlzed as follows. In sec디on 1I, we present a
model 1n whlch a decislon-maker maxim1zes the expected utlli낀 of
the outcome variable depen띠ng on a cholce variable and a random
variable and define the subset of R-S lncreases ln rlsk we term an
L-RSIR. We also glve numerical 없ld graphlc외 ex없nples. Sectlon III
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provides a comparative statics result for the L- RSIR shifts and
indicates how our general result applies to specific economic
models. Finally, section IV contains concluding remarks.
11. The Decision Model and Definitions
Following Meyer 없1d Ormiston (985) , we use the model employed
by Kraus (1979) 없1d Katz (1981). Th e decision maker maximizes the
잉'J) ected utility by choosing the optim려 value of the choice variable
α for a given distribution of the random variable x. Form려ly ， the
economic agent’ s decision problem is to choose a to maximize
Eu[z(x , a)). where z 1s a real valued function 밍1d u is the von
Neum없m-Morgenstem u디lity function.
We assume that utility function u(z) is three times differentiable
with u ’ (z) ~ 0 , u"(z) 드 O 없l띠
d u'’”πI
includes the set of decreasing absolute risk aversion (DARA) and
the concept of ‘ prudence’ ( -u"’/ u"> 이 introduced by Kimball (199 이 .
Note that the tenn ‘ prudence’ is a precau디onary saving motive and
is me없1Ì to su잃est the propensity to prepare and forearm oneself
in the face of unceπainty.
Since the payoff function is restricted to be linear in the random
variable , it may be expressed as z(x， α) 三 zo+ax， where Zo is an
exogenous constant, a is a decision variable. 밍1d x is a random
variable. To simplify the discussion , we will consider the case
where zxlx. α) 는 O. Combined with u ’ (z) ~ 0 , 야1is assumption indicates
that hi양1er values of the random variable are preferred to lower
values. The opposite case where zx(x , α) 드 o can be handled with
proper modifications. Note that primes on u(.) are used to denote
derivatives while subscripts with other functions denote partial
derivatives.
In order to analyze the effects of 없1 1ncrease in riskiness of a
random variable , we assume that F(x) 1s 밍1 initial cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of x with the fmite interval [X2. x31 와1d
G(x) 암1e final distribution with the finite interval [Xl , X41, where Xl 드
X2 드 X3 르 X4. Each distribution has its assoc1ated probability densiψ
function (PDF) j(x) and g(찌， respectively.
Th e decision problem is expressed as
αFEarg 띠렀 E띠zO+aF찌 =JX1띠zo+αF찌dF(x).
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Th e necessary 없ld sufßclent con d1 tion for the cholce of aF to
m ax1 mlze expected utll1ty Is

J:u’(Zo+ α:FX)~빠x)=o.

(1)

It Is well-known th하 aF has the same sl웰 as E.서찌 =]강x뻐:x)
and Is posltive (see Dlonne , Eeckhoudt, and Gollier (1 993a) , 없ld
Eeckhoudt and Gollier (1995)). Therefore , we assume 삽lat E F(x) Is
pos1tlve. 1n order to prove α:F~ ao for a spec1 fied change ln the
PDF (or CDF) from j(or F) to g(or G) , lt Is sufßc1ent to show that, for
외1

x티Xl ，

X4),
Q(αF)= J:'‘ u’ (zO+aF 씨xd[빠:)-G써l 능 O

(2)

πle

question we conslder Is what changes ln dlstrlbution satisfy
야le con d1 tion (2). Black and Bulkley (1 989) lntroduced the concept
of a ‘ relatlvely strong lncrease ln r1 sk’ (RSIR) whlch generallzes a
‘ strong lncrease ln r1 sk’ (SIR) proposed by Meyer 없ld QIInlston
(1 985). Th ey use a ratio approach as res tr1 ctlons on changes ln
PDF and thelr compara디ve statics analys1s Is carr1 ed out for the
set of r1 sk-averse agents.
Definitlon 1

G (x) represents a relatlvely strong lncrease ln r1 sk from F(x)
(denoted by G RSIR F) lf

(a) ]쏠 [G(씨 - F(x))dx= 0 and
(b) For 허1 polnts ln the lnterval [X3, x져 ， j(x) 능 g(x) and for 외1

polnts outslde thls lnterval j (x)~g(x) where Xl~X2~X3~X4~X5
~X6 ， [Xlo .xa) belng the supports of x under G(x) and [X2 , x51
belng 암le supports under F(x) and
(c) j (x)/g(x) Is non-decreas1ng 1n the lnterval
(d)

j(x)/g (x)

[X2 , 쩌)

and

Is non-lncreas1ng ln the interval (X4, X5J.

Cond1 tions (a) 없ld (b) are sufficlent for G띠 to represent 없1 R-S
lncrease ln r1 sk from F{x). That Is , these condltions lmpose the
restr1 ctlons that the two dlstr1 butions have the equ외 mean , two
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PDFs cross only twice 없ld probability mass is transferred from
points within the interval (X3. 찌 to points lying outside this
interval. Conditions (c) 하ld (d) restrict the extent to which
probability mass c하1 be transferred to 없ly one value in the tails of
F(x) relative to 와ly other.
By rela잉ng 안le restrictions imposed to the right-side of the point
m. we introduce a ‘left-side relatively strong increases in risk'
(L-RSIR) that is a less stringent ψpe of R-S increases in risk than
an RSIR. Below we give a fonnal definition of 없1 L-RSIR which is
sufficient to sign the effect on α given the assumptions about u(z)
and z (x. a) stated above.
D얻fi.nition

2

G(x) represents a left-side relatively strong increase in risk from
F(x) (denoted by G L-RSIR F) if

(히 Jx~[G써-F(찌 )dx=O and
(b) J:' [G(x) - F(x))dx 으o for 외1 yE[Xl. μ) and

(c) there e잉sts a point m 티xz. 쐐 such that F(x) 르 G(x) for all
[Xl. m) and F(x) ~G(x) for 와lxε [m. X4) and

xε

(d) there exists a point kE [xz. m) such that a non-decreasing
function h: [xz. k) • [0.1) such that f(x) = h(x)g(x) for all xε [Xz.
k) and f(x) ~g(x) for all xE[k. m).
Numerical example: Consider the following two random variables

with probability density functions

f(찌

and g(x). respectively;

1 .. 7
7 _ ._
5
4... 9
f(x)=-x+ for - -드 X 르 - -, --x+ - - for 2
8
4
4' 25
20
L'..

-드 X 드 O.

49__
315
3
1
3
x+
.-.
for
0 드 X 드 - . - _ x+ _ for 二」 드 X 드 1. _ x- _ for
4
’
2 .. 8
15
20 --- - " 4 ’
2
8

-

.,

11
15 _
5
16
101
16
for -::;;x 드
x+-- for
x5.'
20
8 ’
4
4
5

5

l 드X드 J ’

11
8

드X드

..

3
-,

2

’

3
7
-x+for
--:2
4

7

::;;x
드 4A
.,

•

and g(x)=

Note that F(x) and G(x) cross at the point m (x=O)

= for
없ld

-2 드 x=2.
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J~ j(x)dx= F( O) = 1/2=G(0) = 재 g(쳐dx. Note 려so th없 multlple crossing
between j(씨 and 9떠 occurs in the r1방lt-hand side of m (x=이.
After some calculatlons. we can detennine that j(x) and 9띠 satis1)r
the following conditions of the Deftnitlon 2:
(a) 잖 [G(x)- F(x))dx=O and
(b) 재 [G(x) - F(x))dx ~O for 외1 yE[-2, 2) and
(c) F(x) ~G(씨 for all
(d) j(x) s: g(x) and

f써능g써

for

xε [ -2 ，이

h’(씨 =2

and F(x) ~ G(x) for all xE [0 ,2] and

>0 for all

xε[-

7
5
~ . - ~ ) and
4' 4

왜 XE[- 홀 ，이

Conditlons (a) and (b) deftne R-S increases in risk. Conditlon (c)
1mposes the restrlctlon that the two CDFs cross only once at the
polnt m. Cond1tlon (d) implies 야lat， to the left-side of 야le p01nt m ,
an L-RSIR requ1res the s밍ne rest r1 ctlon used by 81ack and 8ulkley
who define an RSI R. Now to the right-side of the p01nt m , there Is
no restrictlon on the number of tlmes of crossing between the
PDFs j(x) and g(x) , nor is there any monotoniclty restrictlon on the
ratlo of the two PDFs. Only the required restrictlon on 야le rightside of m is that F(x) 는 G(x). Therefore , 없1 RSIR implies an L-RSI R.
The L-RSIR shlft can be divtded into two shlfts: one for the left
and the other for the rlght-side of the p이 nt m. Th e sh1ft for the
left-side 1s understood as 'F dominant over G in the ftrst-degree
stochastlc domlnance (FSD) sense’ and the shift for the r1ght-side 1s
understood , in the opposite directlon , as ‘ G dominant over F 1n the
FSD sense'.
Figure 1 illustrates an ex없nple of a left-side relatlvely strong
1ncrease in r1 sk and a case where the restrictlon on the interval
xE[m , 쩌) necess없y to obtain a relatively strong increase in rlsk ls
not met. Th is implies 암lat 없1 L-RSIR is obtained from an RSIR by
relaxing the res tr1 ctlons imposed to the r1ght-side of the point m.
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j(X) ，g(씨

f(x)

Xl

X2

k

m

x3

x4

FIGURE 1

G L-RSIR F

111. Comparative Statics An alysis
In this section , we pro찌de comparative statics results conceming
the L- RSIR order. The fo11o뼈ng comparative statics result indicates
that, when z,XX" =O , one c없1 further extend the subset of R-S
increases in risk at the cost of adding 와1 addition외 resσiction on
the risk preferences of decision makers.
Theorem

Suppose that then aF and αG maximize Eu[z(x , α)] under F(x)
and G(씨， respectively. For a11 risk-averse decision makers with
u ’” 는 0 , αF 능 aa if
(a) G L-RSIR F and
(b) zxx=O and Zax 는 O

Proof: Using the payoff function z(x, α) in (1), let x* be the v:떠ue of
x satisfying z o: (x , α서 =0 ， and assume that x* ex:ists on the interval
[x2 ,x31. With the points k 없ld m in Definition 2 , where X2 드 k 드 m 드

X3 , we consider the

fo11o뻐ng

three cases:
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Case (1): X2:;;; X* :;;; k.
Con외der the s1gn of the express10n
that 자Za(j-g)dx능 0 , and rem1te Q{@F)

.r:'Za(j-g)dx.

i

F1 rst. assume

(2) as

Q(αF)=JXu’(찌Za(j- g)dx+ J; u'떠Za(J-이dX+JXu’(찌Za(j-g)dx.
Us1ng these assump t10ns and the L- RSIR detln1 t1 on. we have

Q(α서 능 u'[Z (x*. a".)J Jx~Za(J-g)dx+ u ’ [z(m. a".)J J;za (j-g)dx
(3)

+J:u’(Z)Za(j- g)dx.

Add1 ng and subσ때ng u ’ [z(m. a".))자 Za(j- g)dx on the r1방lt-hand
-s1de (RHS) of (3) 명ves

Q(aF)~fu’ [z(x •• a.서)-u’(z(m. α서)} Jx~ Za (j - g)dx
(4)

+u'[z(m. α".)J파Za(j-이dx+ J:u’떠Za(j-g)dx.

S1nce u ’ (Z) 1s non-1ncreas1ng and 갚Za(J-g)dx~O. the tlrst tenn
on the RHS of (4) 1s non-negative. Integrating the second tenn 1n
(4) by parts 하ld us1ng the assump t1 0n z =O. we obtain
"",

띠z(m. α서)Jx7 Z ax[G써 -F(x))dx=u’ [z(m. 쩨)ZaxJx7 [G(x) - F(x))dx.
Aga1 n us1ng 1ntegration by parts. the th1rd ten l1 1n (4) 1s

equ외

q(a서 =J:u"(zl강 Za[G(x) - F(.찌)dx+재‘ u ’ (Z)Zax[ G(x) - F(x) )dx.

S1nce
쐐， 야le

(5)

to
(6)

1s pos1디ve and [G(x) - F(x)) 1s non-pos1 t1ve for all xE [m.
tlrst tenn 1n (6) 1s non-negative. πlU S. we have
Za

q(a".) 능 J:u’ (Z)Zax[G (x) - F(x ))dx.

(7)

(Gt쳐 一 R씨)

1s non-positive

q(쩌 다’ (z(m. αi>')!ZaxJ:‘ [G(x) -F(x))dx.

(8)

Because u ’ (Z)Zax 1s non-1ncreas1ng and
for 외1 xε [m • .x꾀. we have
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c없1

be

u ’[z(m, α서1 fx7Za (j -g)dx + f: U’(Z)Za(J-g)dx
(9)

zU’[z(m, α서lZaxf:'’ [G쩌 - F(x)ldx= O.
Th erefore , Q(aF) is non “‘",a.“ v.._.

Q(aF) 는 f:' u’낌 Za(J-이dx+u'[z(m， αFllf:: Za(j-이dx
(1 0)

+f: u’ (Z)Za(j- 이dx.
Adding and subtracting u ’ [z(m, α서)

C',Za(J-g)dx on

JX

the RHS of (1이

gives

Q(α:F) 는 fx~u’(Z)Za(J- g)dx - u' [z(m， α:F))f:' Za(J-g)dx
+u’ [z(m, α:F))fx7Za(j一 g)dx+ f:U'(Z)Za(j-g)dx.

From (9) and the

rk

assump디on J;'Za(J-g)dx 드 0 ，

we obtain

Q(α서 는 fx~u’(Z)Za(j-이dx=- 않u’(킥Z얘dx+파 u’(찌za(J-g)dx.

(1 1)

The first ter IIl on the RHS of (11) is non-negative. By applying
the condition (d) in Definition 2 , the second term c없1 be written as

I tu’(Z)Za(f-g)dx=L2k u’ (Z)Za (l- ~1
h

)Jdx2[1- 고파 )f~U'(Z)Zajdx

Since h(x*) 드 1 and 파α (z)zaJdx드 o by the first-order condition ,
Q(aF) is non-negative.
Case (ii): ksx* 드 m.
We can write Q(α서 in (2) as

u

Q(α서 = Jtu’ (Z)Za(J-g)dx+파 ’ (Z)Za (j-g)dx+ f:u ’ (Z)Za (j- g)dx.
Using the given assumptions

없ld 상le L- RSIR

definition. we have
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Q(α서 ::?:u’ [Z(X3 , cx서] f:'za (j -g)dx+ u ’[z(m , CXF')]f;za (j -g)dx
(1 2)
+f': u ’ (Z)Za (j - g)dx.

Ad며ng and subtracting u’ [z(m, 쩌]f:'Za(j-g)dx on the RHS of (1 2)
gives
Q(α서 늘 lu’ [Z(X3 , CXF')]- U’ [z(m , CXF')JI f:'Za(j-g)dx
(1 3)
+u’[z(m, CXF')JI fx7Za (j -g)dx+ f':u ’(Z)Za (j - g)dx.

From (9) , the second 없ld th1rd tenns on the RHS of (1 3) are
non-nega디ve. Thus , we have
Q(α:F') ::?: Iu ’ [Z(X3 , CX.서] - u'[z(m , CXF')JI 1，월a(f一 g)dx.

Integrating by parts , we obta1 n
JZ.Za(f-g)dx=JXZ@IG(x)-Rx)ldx=Z@J$.IG떠 -F(x)]dx 능 0

:,

slnce Zax Is non -negative and does not depend on x , and f [G(x) F(x)]dx::?: 0 for 외1 tE [Xl , X4]. Th us , by the assumption u"(z):::: 0 , Q(α서
1s non-negative.
Case (lil): m::::x* ::::X3.
Integrating by parts , Q(CXF') can be

wr1 tten

as

Q(α:F') = fx~[u"(z)강 Za+ u’ (Z)Zax](G에 -F(찌]dx.

Note that. when the assumption of u"'::?: 0 1s used , u"(z)zx Zα +
u ’ (Z)Zax 1s pos1tive 없ld non-1ncreas1ng 1n x on the 1nterval [Xl , x*] ,
없ld 1t has a m ax1mum at x= x* on the 1nterval [x*, 책] s 1nce u"(z)zx Za
1s always non-pos1tive and u’ (Z)Zαx 1s non-1ncreas1ng 1n x. S1nce m::::
x*, we have
[u:ψ

By the L-RSIR definltion wh1ch 1mpl1es G(x)- F(x)::?:O for all XE[Xl ,
m] and G(x) - F(x) :::: 0 for 려1 xE [m , X4] , we have the [0110뼈ng
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inequ외ity，

Q(α서 ~ [u"(Z)ZxZa+ U’(찌Z혜 Ix= m fx~‘ [G(x) - F(x))dx= O.

Q.E.D.
Wh en the payoff function is linear in the random variable , our

result reveals a trade-off between the restrictions on the risk
preferences of decision makers 킹ld 삼le admissible set of changes
in the distribution of the random variable. Compared with the
resuIt for RSIR shifts , the comparative statics resuIt for L- RSIR
shifts contains a larger set of ch없1ges in distribution 없ld a more
restrictive set of assumptions about the decision maker with an
addition외 assumption such as (u"’ 는이.
While the linearity assumption (zxx=O) restricts the set of the
economic decision problems to which our result is applicable , linear
payoffs prevail in many economic environments such as these
an떠~zed by S잉ldmO (1 971) , Feder (1977) , Rothschild 없ld StigIitz
(1 971) , Fishbum and Porter (1976) , Paroush 없ld K하lana (198이，
Dionne , Eeckhoudt and Gollier (1993a) , 없ld Eec앙lOudt 없ld Gollier
(1 995). In paπicular， the linearity model includes 야le standard
portfolio model , 삼le problem of hiring workers. 삼le optimal behavior
of a competitive firm with constant mar맹1떠 costs , 없ld the
coinsurance problem.
Now , we 명ve a specific e없mple which provides 없1 appropriate
applica디on of Theorem. In the standard coinsurance problem , 암le
payoff function is given by the fmal wealth Zω ， α)=Wo-IÌ μ - (l-b)
ψ-IÌμ) ， where y is the amount of random loss , μ 삼le expected
loss , b coinsurance rate , b lÌμ the insurance premium , and W o the
initial wealth. Th is payoff function is equivalent to z(x, a)=zo+ αx
when zo=Wo- 1Ì μ ， a 三 - (1- b) 없ld x=Y- 1Ì μ. If we limit 야le
discussion to private insurance contracts , 야le coinsurance rate b
belongs to the interval [0 , 1). Th en , by definition , α Is non-positive
없ld belongs to the interval [- 1 ，이. Hence , Zax= 1 >0 없ld zaxx=O.
Therefore , app맨ng Th eorem , an L-RSIR shift causes risk-averse
finns with u"’ ~ 0 to increase the coinsurance rate.

IV. Conclusions
This paper has proposed the concept of a left-side relatively
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strong 1ncrease 1n risk (L-RSIR) order that 1s less restrictive than
the RSIR order for changes ln the distribution as a subset of
Rothschild -Stigliα (R-S) lncreases ln risk. We explore the trade-offs
among the changes ln CDF of the random par없neter. the structure
of the payoff function. and assumptions about risk attitudes 1n
obtainlng an appe려lng comparative statics resul t.
Our result shows that more general subset of R-S lncreases ln
r1sk 1s allowed 1n the comparative statics analysls by resσicting 암le
payoff function to be linear ln the random variable 없ld by l1 m1ting
our 없lalysls to risk-averse declslon makers with non-negative thlrd
derivative of utility functions. 1111s lmplies that one c하1 further
extend the subset of R-S 1ncreases 1n risk. but uses somewhat
stronger restric디on on the structure of the decislon model and the
set of dec1s10n makers.
(Received 17 August 2004; Revised 13 April 2005)
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